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Helping Communities T hrive

Sustainability at
Weicher t

OUR COMMITMENT
We strive to be the leader in our industry by
implementing practical and effective
environmental initiatives across our

Weichert Workforce Mobility Inc.

organization. In all countries in which we

believes that protecting our

operate, we comply with applicable

environment is not a business issue, it

environmental laws and regulations. Our

is a human issue. As companies
around the world recognize their
responsibility to drive environmental
change, leading global organizations

focus is on minimizing waste and emissions,
reusing and recycling, reducing the use of
natural resources, and developing pollution
reduction/prevention efforts in all our
business activities.

such as Weichert have stepped forward
to take the initiative and demonstrate a

our total environmental footprint in the
way we conduct our day-to-day
business.

“

“

real-world commitment to minimizing

SUSTAINABILITY IS A PRIORITY FOR
WEICHERT AND FOR OUR
COLLEAGUES.

Dave Bencivengo, President
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A RO U N D T H E O F F I C E

Paperless Processes
Our MyWIN technology system eliminates most of
the paper in our administrative processes and
reduces the carbon footprint associated with
extensive hard-copy records retention.
Our company-wide payroll runs at 100%
paperless!
When we do buy paper, our policy is to purchase
only certified recycled paper products. We also
strive to print double sided.

Emissions
Our colleagues have the option of working from
their home office one-two days a week*, reducing
travel, fuel consumption, harmful auto emissions,
and energy use.
Whenever possible, we utilize Skype and
videoconferencing to minimize unnecessary
business travel.

Reduce, Recycle, Conserve
We incorporate sustainable and energy efficient
practices within our service centers such as using
energy-efficient lighting (with sensors) and HVAC
units.
We utilize a green recycling agency, for the safe
and proper disposition and recycling of outdated
computers and other electronic equipment,
including printer toner cartridges.
We use an alternative-energy supplier to power a
number of Weichert locations, including our
headquarters campus.
We maintain vigorous recycling programs and
every colleague has a recycle bin for nonconfidential paper recycling.
We use re-useable flatware and cutlery in all
kitchen areas, eliminating Styrofoam and plastic
cups, plates, and utensils. Dishwashers are run
daily and bins are provided for recycling.

*some restrictions apply

“

THE WORLD IS A
FINE PLACE AND
WORTH FIGHTING
FOR.

“

Going green starts at home, or in our case, in
our office. Here are just a few of the initiatives
we’ve implemented to ensure a healthy and
sustainable workspace for our colleagues.

- Ernest Hemmingway
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DID YOU KNOW?

For
Fo r Our
O u r Clients
Clients

We recognize that many of our clients have
their own commitments to sustainability. As
such, we have implemented several processes
which not only support our own environmental
efforts but meet our clients’ expectations
around sustainable service initiatives.
Our Tax department uses an all-electronic
format to prepare year-end tax reports and
provides mobile employees access using a
secure login.
Our MyWIN technology system is a central
repository for all of the vital information our
clients and their relocating employees need
throughout the move process. This eliminates
the need to print vital information.
We utilize an e-signature tool to avoid the
need to print/sign/scan.

Our environmental commitments are only
one part of our broader Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiatives. As an
organization, we strive to operate as
ethical, corporate citizens, recognizing
that our people are our best resource.
Other CSR commitments include:
Code of Business Conduct: outlining
ethical business practices and protecting
against all forms of discrimination,
harassment, or abuse.
Diversity, Equity and Inclusiveness:
striving toward equality and belonging in all
aspects of our business practices.
Emergency preparedness: contingency
programs and guidelines for unexpected
needs for remote work.
WeCARE: embracing practical efforts to
think beyond our day-to-day business in
support of individuals and organizations
within our community who are making a
difference in the lives of others.
Want to know more? Check out our Legendary
Service Brochure or visit one of our social
networks to see our many #WeCARE
initiatives.
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Sustainability in our industry can be challenging, as
the emissions and pollution associated with moving
– domestically, intra-regionally, or globally – are a
major contributor to greenhouse gases. From the
waste generated and often improperly discarded
when packing up a house, to the temporary use of
packing materials, to the pollution generated from
transportation, the practicality of moving an
employee, can take a toll on even the most robust
sustainability plans. However, there is also the
potential for reduction in the process, and Weichert
remains committed to further identifying new ways
to minimize the impact of our industry on the
environment.

DID YOU KNOW?
At our Movers International terminal in
Houston, any used packing material that
is still in good condition is returned to our
terminal and made available free-ofcharge to customers or staff for their
personal packing needs. Reuse, reuse,
reuse!

Special Household Goods Shipping and Storage Efficiencies
When selecting movers, we are mindful to choose companies that partake in initiatives which
make the household goods shipping and storage process less impactful on the environment.
Some examples of this include:
High-Tech Fleet: On-board computer and satellite systems enhance the flow of information between the
professional van operator, operations center and customer, saving fuel by ensuring the most effective
route is taken and reducing the number of stops.
IdleAir: At truck parks van operators connect to power ports to heat and cool their cabs and run on-board
electrical systems to reduce emissions from the vehicles engine.
Auxiliary Power Units: Many van operators rely on these energy-efficient systems to save fuel and
minimize emissions. APUs allow van operators to maintain on-board systems without idling, greatly
reducing diesel consumption up to 90 percent as compared to running the engine. Some agents also
employ GPS tracking to monitor vehicle use and curtail idling.
Prepass: A transponder signals weigh stations (EZPass signals toll booths)
for pre-approved clearance. This technology eliminates slowing, stopping,
and idling to save time and reduce emissions.
Solar Energy: Installation of solar panels on warehouse rooftops to greatly
reduce electricity consumption.
Recycled Materials: Use of recycled paper products for packing and
recycled wood for storage vaults. Wherever possible, packaging products
are sourced that are chlorine-free and made from recycled materials, whilst
used packaging is recycled.
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D I S C A R D A N D D O N AT E
A pro-active approach to moving.

Long gone are the days where relocating
employees,
particularly
international
assignees, are moving large household
goods shipments. As organizations have
looked for ways to reduce costs through
reduced household goods shipments, the
environment may prove the hidden winner
in the situation.
Weichert takes this a step further, offering
a discard and donate program that
companies can offer to their mobile talent.
Relocating employees and families are
provided with support to help identify items
that can be donated or discarded before
the move. The service then removes the
items before the pack/load and ensures all
items are safely and ethically donated or
disposed. Relocating employees even
receive a tax receipt for all donations.

FURNITURE RENTAL: A cost saving plan
or an environmental plan?
We proactively work with our clients to offer
environmentally and cost efficient options. One
option is to consider furniture rental in the host
location as an alternative to assignees moving
large, heavy, or bulky furniture items. This not
only saves on costs for the organization and
headaches and stress for the assignee, but
also reduces shipments, ultimately providing
an environmental benefit.

1.1MILLION
LBS OF WASTE ELIMINATED

45k
18k

LBS OF CARDBOARD /
PAPER REDUCED

GALLONS OF
FUEL SAVED

1,512

TREES SAVED OR PLANTED
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We are proud of our official partnership with
Move For Hunger, a non-profit organization
that mobilizes the relocation industry to
reduce food waste and fight hunger one move
at a time.
Relocating employees have the opportunity to
donate food items (instead of shipping or
discarding it), saving companies money,
reducing the move impact on our environment
or the waste generated from a move, and
best of all fighting hunger in our communities!
Fighting hunger is something we can all
support, as our colleagues demonstrate with
several WeCARE initiatives throughout the
year!

NEARLY

2.5 MILLION
LBS OF FOOD COLLECTED

2.0

MILLION

MEALS PREPARED
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Responsible
Purchasing

Weichert is leading the charge as a responsible
corporate citizen within our industry and we expect the
same from our service partners. With a service network
reach that extends to over 175 countries, it is vital that
we promote and nurture corporate responsibility within
our supply chain.
Our Responsible Purchasing Regulations reflect our
commitment to sustainability in our supply chain,
incorporating social, employment, and environmental
aspects into purchasing decisions in order to build a
better future.
The regulations define guidelines for supplier partners
that promote and ensure compliance with our minimum
sustainability requirements, within the constraints of
good business practices and market conditions,
including availability, demand, and profitability. This
program aims to improve the efficiency of the supply
chain processes.
We expect all of our supplier partners to:
Maintain compliance with local laws and regulations
applicable to their operations.
Promote environmentally sound decisions when
evaluating operating and service options.
Whenever possible, conduct business in a carbonneutral way to minimize the impact to the
environment.

WEICHERT WILL:
Give purchasing preference to
otherwise qualified supplier partners
that embrace environmentally friendly
practices.
Continue to source recycled-content
paper and paper products for all
materials we utilize within the
constraints of good business practices
and market conditions.
Maintain eco-friendly purchasing
standards for office furniture, energy
star appliances, and supplies (soap,
paper towels/tissues).
Purchase recycled content paper for
our internal usage.
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As an organization, we are dedicated to
helping create futures where people thrive.
This commitment extends not just to our
clients,
customers,
partners,
and
colleagues, but to the communities in which
we live, and our broader world.
We believe that these "green" initiatives
represent a strong step in the right direction,
for Weichert Workforce Mobility, and for the
people we serve.

Propelling Mobility

weichertworkforcemobility.com

